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A WORD FROM RABBI FELLMAN  
Winter is hard and here in New 

England, it feels long, too. While there 

may be parts of it that are beautiful, I 

usually think of January and February 

as dark, cold months that I can’t wait 

to get through.  

 

The trajectory of my winter usually looks something like this: 

After the High Holy Days and after the clocks change, I look forward to 

Thanksgiving and Hanukkah. After Hanukkah, I look forward to the kids 

being on winter vacation and traveling to see family. Then to getting 

used to writing a new secular year on checks and documents (yes, I still 

use checks). And then suddenly I can embrace that the days are starting 

to get longer and while it’s not getting warmer (yet), it feels like we are 

starting to emerge from a hibernation. 

 

Our lives are punctuated by the pulse of the calendar – both Jewish and secular – and the “late Winter” holidays 

do the same. In the middle of winter here, we have two holidays that inspire us to not be complicit and force us 

to emerge from hibernation with optimism and action: Martin Luther King Jr. weekend and Tu B’Shvat. 

 

Martin Luther King Jr. weekend helps us remember to bend the arc of darkness towards justice. While we 

celebrate the great achievements of the Civil Rights Era, we have no illusions about the progress yet to be 

achieved. More than 55 years after Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. dreamed of an America that treated all her 

citizens equally, Black people today still face substantial barriers to achieving full equality and justice. And we 

are reminded that equal rights are not pie or kiddush snacks – more for others does not mean less for us. In fact, 

fighting for the rights of others increases our rights as well. 

 

The other holiday that comes in the cold and darkness of winter is Tu B’Shvat. In Israel, the flowers and buds 

are starting to emerge.  On the other hand, here in Central Massachusetts, we are sometimes lucky if we can see 

the grass through the snow. This birthday of the trees (which is mentioned in the Talmud) reminds us that 

winter is an important part of the rebirth cycle of nature, and that we have a responsibility towards our 

environment. As per the text of Genesis, we are tasked to “till it and tend it” (Gen 2:15). We are not the owners 

of the land, and Tu B’Shvat reminds us about our sacred obligation as caretakers for the earth. 

 

While I know that I would love to curl up for winter and emerge again when the days are longer, our calendar 

does not allow for complacency or hibernation. We have an obligation to bring light into the world, a world that 

we are stewards of, a world that can benefit from love, peace, and care. 

Contact Congregation Beth Israel 
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SOME WINTRY THOUGHTS 

PAULA SOMMER, BETH ISRAEL PRESIDENT 
For those of us who love skiing, sledding and ice skating in the great frosty 

outdoors, winter can be a delight.  For those of us who walk or drive in icy 

conditions, not so much, even assuming you are leaving from a warm 

dwelling.  As we see oil trucks or National Grid vans on the streets of 

Worcester, we realize that some among us may have had a heat emergency 

leading to frozen pipes, or a power outage leaving people stranded.  

  

We know just how important preparation and 

outreach is during an inhospitable winter. Even 

though COVID-19 is dampened, it continues to 

swirl like post-blizzard snowdrifts. 

 

This is the time to carefully lay in extra supplies for sharing, to check in on friends, 

and to be thoughtful and considerate of community members and shut ins.  How 

can we aid people who have extra needs?  How can we best prepare?  

 

I’m sharing with you an exciting proposal submitted to our board in November by 

Debbie Fins, one that begins to provide an answer to those questions.  

  

We are launching an initiative to reinvigorate our BI Cares committee, examining 

how “to explore ways to support the Rabbi in her pastoral work and create a 

sustainable caring community,” even as the Rabbi and the office remain the first line of contact.  Thank you, 

Debbie, for your extensive efforts working with the rabbi to flesh out this proposal and define reasonable goals. 

 

We will focus on four situations our members experience and the related tasks we can accomplish effectively: 

 

1. Acute illness, injury, or post-childbirth: check in, offer support, provide a meal or organize a meal train if 

needed. 

2. Chronic illness, or otherwise homebound: regular check ins, by phone or in person as preferred by the 

member. 

3. Assistance with errands, including help placing grocery delivery orders. 

4. Recognition and acknowledgement of important life events, personal milestones, and contributions to the BI 

community. 

 

To give this vital committee a strong foundation, we will provide training and information. This March, Rabbi 

Fellman will teach an Adult Ed course developed by JTS called “Creating Caring Committees through Bikkur 

Cholim.” This course should be of interest to all of us, whether or not you decide to join the committee.  We 

hope to launch the committee in early spring. To be effective, we will need chairs, co-chairs, and volunteers, 

offering assistance as phone buddies, letter writers, kitchen mavens, errand runners, and more. Please join us! 

Even if you may have just a small amount of time, we welcome your efforts. Contact Rabbi Fellman or me to 

express your interest, and stay tuned for more information. 

 

Meanwhile, please take good care of yourself, as well as others.  I hope to see you at BI in person this year, in 

the sanctuary and the social hall. 

 

 

 

A little whimsy from Paula:  

Isn't it a treat to find 

unexpected patterns, not 

just in snowflakes? Did you 

notice all the palindromic 

dates in December, you 

know, where the date reads 

the same backward and 

forward? My birthday, 

12.11.21, was one of 

almost a dozen. The year 

2022 is much less fertile, 

but I did find two in 

February, 2.2.22 and 

2.22.22.    
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RIMON IN THE WINTER 

DALE ROSENBERG, DIRECTOR OF LEARNING AND ENGAGEMENT 
Rimon, Beth Israel’s Religious School, is having a productive and enjoyable time 

learning together!  As the weather turns colder and the days shorten, we continue to 

meet in person three days a week.  We are careful to follow the advice of our 

Medical Advisor, Jeremy Golding, MD, in order to maintain a safe environment for 

our students.    The children, ranging in age from 4 to 13, have experienced the 

pandemic for a large percentage of their lives.  I’m continually impressed by how 

careful they are about masking and how seriously they take all of the COVID 

precautions. 

 

Each month we have a Jewish Hero of the Month and a related theme, and much of our learning occurs through 

the lens of the hero’s life and work.  For the month of Kislev, our theme was Resistance to Tyranny and our 

hero was Haym Salomon.  Salomon, a true hero of the American Revolution, is not as well-known as he ought 

to be.  He was a spy for the American side.  In a made-for-Hollywood life story, he was twice caught and twice 

sentenced to death but escaped both times.  He is probably better known as the man who organized and 

provided financing for General Washington’s troops, with much of the money coming from the fledgling 

country’s Jewish community and a large portion out of Salomon’s own pocket.   

 

There actually was a short Hollywood film about Salomon, which Rimon watched in class.  It’s called Sons of 

Liberty and won the Oscar for Best Short Subject in 1939.  We talked about how 

Jewish filmmakers made the movie at a time when the U.S. was reluctant to go to 

war against the Nazis.  They wanted to impress on the viewers the patriotism of 

American Jews and the importance of saving Jewish lives in Europe.  Our 

madrichah EmmaChaya reinforced and expanded the lessons on Salomon by 

writing a short play for the students to act out, covering major events in his life.  

When we moved on to the next hero, one of the Rimon students told me, “I’m 

going to miss Haym Salomon.  I liked him!” 

 

Of course, our students don’t only learn history.  Our Shaliach provides lessons on Israeli culture.  Every week 

we study the parasha and have discussions on issues raised in that weekly Torah portion.  We learn about 

characteristics of the Hebrew language and what’s similar and dissimilar to English.  And we have Tefilah on 

Saturday mornings when the students get a chance to lead prayers.   

 

By the time you receive this, three of our students will have celebrated their B’nei Mitzvah since school 

resumed in September.  All the Rimon students attend each bar or bat mitzvah and show their support and pride 

for their classmate.  It’s also a chance for the younger students to think about their own B’nei Mitzvah and 

imagine themselves leading services, reading Torah, and teaching all those assembled about their parasha.  

 

Our students are encouraged every year to participate in the World Wide Wrap in order to learn about the 

mitzvah of tefillin. In previous years, we’ve also had guest speakers come to class to talk about wrapping 

tefillin.  This year we’re going one step further.  The Federation of Jewish Men’s Clubs (FJMC) is providing 

model tefillin kits in a program they are calling “Build a Pair.”   These are not true tefillin, but practice sets to 

be used with a curriculum about the meaning and practice of wrapping tefillin.  Beth Israel Brotherhood is 

generously providing the funds to buy the kits and a speaker to teach about what tefillin means to him.  All of 

our students will be encouraged to come to the World Wide Wrap on February 13 to experience tefillin in 

community as we have an in-person minyan on that Sunday morning. 

 

Look for our students at the World Wide Wrap, in the chapel on Saturday mornings, or in the classroom upstairs 

and/or the library on Monday and Wednesday afternoons.  We love to have visitors! 
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SOCIAL ACTION COMMITTEE DOINGS – ANYONE CAN PLAY 

BUNNY CALLAHAN 
Social action has been busy over the last month, and we are not slowing down.  We have several initiatives 

planned for January. 

 

First, we have to thank all our BI fellows for the participation in the Thanksgiving turkey drive. We were able to 

gather an impressive 299 pounds of turkeys and pantry stable sides, plus $255 in gift cards this year from so 

many of our generous members. Plus, USY donated 18 yummy pies they’d made to round off the feast. 

 

Our January collection of winter gear, January 9 – 23, will be focused on the SMOC shelter, where people are 

in urgent need of warm socks, sweaters, hats, coats, gloves, and sweatpants. The holidays are all done, but folks 

are still out in the cold. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Donations can be left at the shul anytime the 

office is open. 

 

Shelter meals are continuing, with a major cookoff for 75 people at Hotel Grace planned for our next Shelter 

Meal Day – Sunday, January 9. We are continuing to cook at home due to COVID.  All those who participate 

are asked to deliver their items to Bunny Callahan's porch. Many hands and ovens will be needed for this event. 

If you would like to participate, please contact Michelle Cochran at weefishe@charter.net.  

 

 

GOT INTERESTS? 

HOWARD FIXLER, VP MEMBERSHIP 
Have you ever heard the expression “Punching above his weight”? From my vantage point as Vice President of 

Membership, I think this is a good metaphor to describe the enormous efforts of our staff and lay leaders who 

work tirelessly to bring our members a wide variety of programs: from minyan to mindfulness, Shabbat to 

Schmooze, TGIF to Tot Shabbat, Members Together and so much in between. Despite living in pandemic-land, 

we continue to operate a dynamic and highly relevant organization. 

We want, though, to continue to build community and include more of our members.  With your support, we 

would like to build on some informal group activities that have been occurring.  We are looking to reach some 

congregants we have not been seeing.  Our goal is to form groups based on common interests and activities, 

bringing congregants together with others they can relate to on that basis. 

Sometimes referred to as Affinity groups, our preference is to refer to these as Interest Groups. Our goal is to 

have people meet (in person, remotely or both) for informal discussion or an activity. This is not a new idea and 

some of our members are already participating in interest groups of one kind or another.  Some examples of 

existing groups are The Thursday Schmooze and Mah Jongg. Some suggestions for new ones have included 

those that are based on a common activity or hobby.  In that category might be a group for walking or dancing.   

Another way to form interest groups is by gathering those with a common demographic:  life transitions, 

retirement, parents of teenagers or college students, etc.  Yet another way of forming groups could be 

professional or vocational, such as groups for people engaged in (or interested in) legal, education, or health 

care professions.  

We plan on starting a couple of these Interest Groups in early 2022. If you have some ideas for groups, we 

would like to hear from you.  Please feel free to contact Herb Daroff or Howard Fixler with any thoughts, 

suggestions, ideas or questions.  

 

 

mailto:weefishe@charter.net
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ADULT EDUCATION AT BETH ISRAEL: THERE IS SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE! 

Adult Education for 5782 is going strong at BI.  Whether you are a 

spiritual seeker, a history nerd, a travel buff, a literature 

aficionado, a novice at Jewish learning, or a prospective Torah 

reader or service leader – we have a learning opportunity for you!  

See below for details on current and upcoming courses.  Questions 

about the courses or ideas for future ones?  Contact Director of 

Learning and Engagement Dale Rosenberg at dale.rosenberg@bethisraelworc.org. 

Sunday Morning Programs:  Social Time and Learning 
A couple of times a month after minyan on Sunday mornings, we hold Zoom meetings that are partly social and 

partly learning.  We open up the Zoom at 9:00 for schmoozing and discussion.  Then at 9:30 we have a 

presentation with a guest speaker or speakers and a Q&A session to follow.  We hope that in the near future we 

will be able to share breakfast on some Sundays in 2022, as the Famous Brotherhood Breakfast program returns 

to Beth Israel in person.  We will do so as soon as it is safe.  For now, you’ll need to supply your own coffee 

and breakfast and break bread together virtually.  There is no charge to attend these programs.  The next few 

Sunday Morning Programs are: 

 

January 16.  Amateur Radio with Adrian Zeffert, brought to us by BI Brotherhood.   

Hear about the current state of amateur radio, a hobby once rumored to be dead but very much alive, boosted by 

the pandemic. Amateur Radio operators participate in marathons, parades, and sports events. Amateur Radio is 

a major part of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) teaching in schools. Schools use 

amateur radio to contact people around the world and even speak to astronauts on the International Space 

Station. 90% of all Astronauts are Amateur Radio operators. Amateur Radio operators from the US and other 

countries help out in disaster areas, including weather emergencies and volcanos. There are around 730,000 

licensed Amateurs in the US and about 3.5 million throughout the world.  

 

February 6.  A Morning of Poetry with Worcester Poet Laureate Juan Matos, brought to us by BI 

Brotherhood and the Racial Justice Initiative.   

Did you know that Worcester has a Poet Laureate?  It does and you can meet him at this session.  He is poet and 

teacher Juan Matos.  Mr. Matos will read some of his poems and then offer an opportunity to ask questions or 

discuss.  Experience the power of his poetry and find out more about the city’s Poet Laureate program. 

 

February 20.  Food Insecurity in Worcester, with members of BI’s USY. 

For the past few months, USY has been focusing on food insecurity in our local area.  Who are the people who 

don’t have reliable sources of nutritious food?  What are the causes of food insecurity?  What can we do about 

it?  Come to this session and hear what the youth of BI have learned about this pressing problem and what they 

are doing to address it. 

 

AND ALSO ON SUNDAY MORNING… 

February 13.  The World Wide Wrap  - in person and on Zoom. 

Every year the Federation of Jewish Men’s Clubs sponsors the World Wide Wrap, an opportunity to learn about 

and experience the mitzvah of tefillin.  This year, on February 13, Beth Israel’s Brotherhood will host an in-

person minyan at the shul at our regular Sunday morning time of 8:15.  Volunteers will help less experienced 

tefillin-wrappers get to know the mechanics of wrapping, the textual basis, and the spiritual meaning.  The 

service will be simulcast on Zoom on the regular morning minyan link. 

  

 

 

mailto:dale.rosenberg@bethisraelworc.org
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Writing Personal Prayer:  Learning to Write Your Own Poetic Liturgy with Martha Hurwitz 

Saturday, January 15 5:30 p.m. 
Martha Hurwitz has been writing prayers in the form of poetry for some time. You can see her poem/prayers 

published on Ritual Well, and you've heard some of them read in BI 

during services. In this workshop, Martha will talk about how she got 

into this kind of writing and how it has affected her spiritual life. 

She'll share some of her work and lead participants in trying their 

hands at writing their own poetic liturgy with an easy and quick 

introductory exercise.  

 

This is an in-person event at Beth Israel. All attendees must be fully 

vaccinated and remain masked throughout the workshop.  Call the 

Office to register. 

 

 

Ellis Island:  Gateway to the American Dream - A Virtual Tour 

Sunday, January 30 9:30 a.m. 
Join NYC Tour Guide Michael Morgenthal, whose great grandparents immigrated through Ellis Island from the 

Ukraine in 1905, on a virtual experience that will help shed new light on the Ellis Island experience. 

 

Highlights include: 

• What immigration was like prior to the opening of Ellis Island, when states 

had most of the control over the immigration process 

• Why the Federal Government decided to open immigration stations like Ellis 

Island (it was not the only one), and what this change meant to the immigrants 

• From sailing across the ocean, to docking in Manhattan, to being ferried to 

Ellis Island for processing, to medical, legal and financial examination, we 

will walk in the footsteps of the immigrants as they took the harrowing, nerve-

wracking first steps toward their new lives in America 

• What immigration officials were looking for when examining/questioning the immigrants, and what criteria 

were used to admit or deny entry to these unwashed masses 

• What happened to those who were denied entry 

• What Ellis Island was like from 1924-1954, when it finally closed as an immigration station 

• Why Ellis Island was abandoned in 1954 

• How Ellis Island became our National Immigration Museum in 1990 

• Why Ellis Island is still relevant today, as the US and many parts of the world continue to debate how to 

handle the issue of immigration 

 

The cost of the tour is $18 per screen. Register on the website calendar or call the office. 

 

 

Hebrew Reading Class coming up 
Have you always wished you learned to read Hebrew but never got the chance?  Did you learn a few letters and 

then give up?  If so, you need a professional introduction to Hebrew reading, and we have one for you!  Beth 

Israel Next Generation (BING) is currently working to organize beginning Hebrew reading classes, funded by a 

generous grant from the Jewish Federation of Central Massachusetts.  These classes will be taught by Ziva 

Rosenhand and will be open to all members of the Jewish community.  Watch your weekly emails and further 

issues of BI@Home for details. 
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Out of Egypt, A Memoir of Sephardic Jewish Life by André Aciman, taught by Pat Bizzell 

February 7, 14, 28 and March 7 from 7:30 p.m. 8:30 p.m. 
 

In this beautifully written book, Aciman describes growing up in Alexandria, his 

birthplace, until expelled by Nasser in 1965. His large extended family’s mother 

tongue was French, and they also spoke Ladino and Arabic. Prosperous but 

precarious, their stories are funny, touching, and profound, and André’s boyhood 

memories are mostly happy, in spite of the anti-Semitic lessons he was forced to 

recite in school. Eventually Aciman came to the U.S. and earned a Ph.D. in 

comparative literature at Harvard. He is known as an expert on the French author 

Marcel Proust, and also as a brilliant fiction writer. Among his books is Call Me by 

Your Name, recently made into a popular film.  

 

With Pat Bizzell, we’ll explore the memoir’s six interconnected but independent 

chapters in four one-hour sessions. Pat taught this memoir in her Jewish Diaspora 

Literature class at Holy Cross, from which she retired in 2019. Pat sees Aciman’s 

experiences as emblematic of the Galut, life in exile from the Promised Land, and 

she’ll set the context for our discussions with the Biblical story of Joseph, another 

exile. 

 

Multiple copies of the book are available at the Worcester Public Library and it can be purchased from any 

online or bricks-and-mortar bookseller.  This course will be taught in person at Beth Israel and simulcast on 

Zoom.  In person attendees must be fully vaccinated and must remain masked throughout the class.  Call the BI 

Office to register. 

Torah Reading for Advanced Beginners with Reena Slovin 

Mondays at 6:00 p.m. for Six Weeks, beginning January 10 
This class is perfect for those who either attended the first six-week "Beginner's" level Torah reading session as 

well as others who have had some introduction to Torah cantillation in the past.  The focus will be on reviewing 

the basic trope sequences learned in the first session as well as learning new, less common ones.  The class will 

also spend time on preparing for the group's chanting of the entire triennial cycle reading of Parashat Terumah 

on Shabbat, February 5th when class members will each read a 3-4 sentence portion. 

The cost for this 6-session course is $60 per person.  It will be taught in person at Beth Israel and simulcast on 

Zoom.  In person attendees must be fully vaccinated and must remain masked throughout the class.  Call the BI 

Office to register. 

 

Bikkur Holim Course Beginning in March 
As part of the initiative to develop a Caring Committee (described in Paula Sommer’s article above), Rabbi 

Fellman will be teaching a course on Bikkur Holim (visiting the sick) developed by JTS.  Here is the description 

of the course: 

JTS’s Center for Pastoral Education has created a curriculum to learn about the mitzvah 

of bikkur holim (visiting the sick) and how to help create a community that cares for its members. Clergy 

are usually thought of as the main pastoral caregivers in congregations, but often they need the help of trained 

and dedicated volunteers to fully meet the needs of the community. Participants will gain new skills and a 

deeper understanding of their communities and will also encounter the richness of the Jewish textual tradition 

and contemporary scholarship in the field. 

 

Classes will start in March.  Look for details by email early in 2022. 
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And Don’t Forget… These Ongoing Programs 

Mishneh Study 
On Monday and Thursday evenings at 7:00, in lieu of a traditional service, Rabbi Fellman leads us in a brief 

mishneh study, along with minimal prayers and Mourner’s Kaddish. No preparation is required and you can 

drop in any Monday or Thursday.  There’s no commitment to attending regularly.  It’s an easy way to add some 

Jewish learning to your week! 

 

Exploring Judaism 
Rabbi Fellman’s popular introductory class is ongoing!  It began in October and is continuing on most 

Wednesdays through the winter and into spring. This class is open to all- seekers, learners, explorers, and more, 

and is being held in-person (Library) AND simultaneously on Zoom on most Wednesday evenings at 7:45pm.   

Torah Goodness It’s Friday – TGIF with Rabbi Fellman 
Begin your count-down to Shabbat. Join us to study and discuss an excerpt of the weekly Torah reading. No 

knowledge of Hebrew or even the Parasha is necessary. Having a Chumash/Bible nearby is handy but not 

required. BYO coffee and we’ll learn Torah together.  For now, Zoom only. Friday mornings @ 10:00 a.m. 

Note:  On select Friday mornings Rabbi Fellman’s class is followed by a cooking class on Zoom with Rabbi 

Eve Eichenholtz of Congregation Agudat Achim.  Check the weekly email for details. 

 

 

ISRAELI CULTURAL PROGRAMS WITH SHALIACH AVIV JERBI 
 

Once a month, via Zoom, our community Shaliach, Aviv Jerbi, offers a program 

featuring some aspect of contemporary Israeli culture.  It’s an opportunity to 

learn more about Israel from the privacy of your own home. 

 

January’s program will be on Sunday, January 23 at 2:00 p.m.  It will be a 

presentation and discussion about International Holocaust Remembrance Day.  

See your weekly emails for the Zoom link.    

 

There will be another presentation in this series on February 13 at 2:00 p.m. The 

topic will be announced a few weeks ahead of the presentation. 

 

 

TOT SHABBAT 
 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we have replaced our 

in-person, monthly Tot Shabbat program with a Friday 

afternoon, getting ready for Shabbat Zoom program 

called Tot Shabbat Oneg.  On the first Friday of each 

month at 5:15 p.m., Rowan Mason leads families in a 

half hour of prayer, song, story, and movement.  The 

program is geared towards families with children 7 and 

under, but it’s truly fun for everyone and a great way to 

get into the Shabbat mood.  It’s on the same Zoom link as our Shabbat services, so you can log in before Tot 

Shabbat and leave the link open for all of Shabbat.  The next two Tot Shabbat Fridays are January 7 and 

February 4. Watch your weekly emails for reminders of Tot Shabbat Oneg.  We hope eventually to return to an 

in-person Tot Shabbat, but will not do so until it is safe. 

 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87400834611?pwd=Y2w1SzQ3RGxGVFhKeTBNS1AzTUI2UT09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/458330244?pwd=VXM3OWRkM3VITG55enJuZzZQT3hXUT09
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REPORT FROM THE RACIAL JUSTICE INITIATIVE 

ALAN HARRIS CO CHAIR 

 
The Racial Justice Initiative Committee would like to invite all members of the congregation to join us for the 

Martin Luther King Jr Annual Community Breakfast on MLK Day, Monday January 17 at 8:00.  This event is 

held each year at Quinsigamond Community College.  

This year’s speaker is Kelly Carter Jackson, Associate Professor in the Department of Africana Studies at 

Wellesley College.  Professor Carter-Jackson’s speech will be simulcast on Zoom.  We will reserve two tables 

of eight for this event for BI members.  Cost for the event is generally $25 per person.  Thanks to a 

generous grant from Beth Israel Brotherhood, there will be no cost for the first 16 Beth Israel members 

who RSVP.  If you wish to attend in person, contact  either Alan Harris (alwaharris@aol.com or 508 757 5305) 

or Terry Lubarsky (terrylubarski@gmail.com or 774 420-6656).  More information about Dr. Carter Jackson 

and about attending via Zoom can be found elsewhere in this issue. 

On Sunday morning, February 6, we are bringing Juan Matos, the Worcester Poet Laureate, to our Sunday 

Morning Zoom programs.  He will read some of his poetry and take questions from the participants.  See details 

in the Adult Education section of this issue.  

 

In the spring, are planning a discussion of Harlem Shuffle, the latest novel by Colson Whitehead, author of nine 

novels.  Whitehead is a two-time Pulitzer Prize winner for The Underground Railroad and The Nickel Boys.  

His new novel has been described as “a gloriously entertaining novel of heists, shakedowns, and rip-offs set in 

Harlem in the 1960s.”  It’s available at local libraries but the wait is long, so put it on hold now! 

 

Finally, every member of the congregation is invited to join in on our monthly meetings, which are held either 

the last or next to last Sunday evening, after minyan.  The next meeting is on January 30, 2022 and we’ll decide 

on the February meeting time at that meeting.  Contact Alan or Terry for more information. 

 

 

 

 

COVID REMINDER! 

 
Note that for all in person events, all attendees 12 and over must be 

fully vaccinated, and that everyone must practice physical distancing.  

We also require that all attendees wear masks except when eating and 

drinking. Children age 5-11 must have their second shots by January 

15.   

 

The COVID situation is rapidly changing.  Updates to our policies will 

be communicated via the Shabbat and weekly emails, with additional 

communications as necessary.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:alwaharris@aol.com
mailto:terrylubarski@gmail.com
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USY IS KEEPING WARM, HAVING FUN, HELPING, AND LEARNING THIS WINTER! 

ROWAN MASON 

 
USY Does Project Zug: Last year, USY enjoyed learning in Hevruta 

with Project Zug.  They’ve decided to take on a new Project Zug 

class this year. This January, BI youth will begin a course called “Am 

I Responsible?: an Exploration of Jewish and Human 

Responsibility.”  Due to a generous grant from the Jewish Federation 

of Central Massachusetts, BI members can take Project Zug classes 

without charge all year.   

 

Our USY board reviewed the courses on offer and decided that this 

one was of most interest to our youth. It considers questions like: 

What kind of power do we have as human beings, and who grants us 

this power?  

To whom, or what, are we responsible and are there limits to this 

responsibility?  

 

Participants will watch videos in which two people model Hevruta learning on this topic and then, under the 

direction of Youth Advisor Rowan Mason, our USY-ers will break up into pairs and grapple with relevant texts 

themselves.  Any youth in grades 5-12 who are interested in participating in the course should contact Rowan at 

rowanmason98@gmail.com to learn how to sign up for the class on Project Zug. The first session will be on 

January 9 at 3:30 p.m. in the BI Library.  Other sessions in this course will be held on 2/6, 3/6, 4/3, and 5/1. 

 

On January 16th at 1:00 p.m., bring yourself, relatives, and friends to 

join our youth at the Worcester Oval for an Ice Skating and Hot Cocoa 

Fundraiser! Ice skating is $5 per person ($10 total if you need rental 

skates) and USYers will be selling hot cocoa and collecting donations to 

benefit their social action project. This winter, USYers have been 

learning about food insecurity in Worcester. All proceeds will go to an 

anti-hunger organization of their choosing! All ages welcome. 

 

On February 13th, USY will be organizing their annual SOUPer Bowl 

event, bringing food to local families in Worcester! Details to follow; 

keep your eyes on BI and USY emails for updates. 

 

 

 

On February 20th, USY will be the presenters on Zoom for another in our series of Sunday morning programs. 

We’ll open up the meeting at 9:00 a.m. and at 9:30 a group of our youth will be teaching congregants about 

food insecurity in our area.  This is the social action project they’ve been working hard on this fall and winter. 

All are welcome for this morning of wonderful learning from our younger generation! 

 

Finally, keep your eyes on USY emails for Sledding at Bancroft Tower. We’ll call a date once it’s clear it will 

be snowy enough; get your gear ready for a day of fun and community! 
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A WINTER'S TALE 

BUNNY CALLAHAN 

 
Sometimes it seems like we have experienced continuous winter for the last two years. COVID has certainly 

caused us to do a lot of hibernating. It has also made us 

appreciate things that we previously took for granted: the 

ability to gather together; the camaraderie of the workplace 

(even if we were glad to give up the commute when working 

from home); the ability to go to the kids’ recitals and games; 

being able to hug our parents and friends; going to concerts, 

out to dinner, and more. Some of us had to cope with grief or 

illness without the in-person hands on support of our friends 

and extended family. As Joni Mitchell taught us, “You don’t 

know what you’ve got ‘til it’s gone.” 

Yet, in a weird way living through the long COVID winter 

has also showed how lucky we are.  We are lucky to have fellows and food and warmth. To have Zoom and 

Facetime and phone calls. We feel blessed to be able to help others, to respond to our neighbors’ needs. We are 

not only responding to the needs of our fellow BI-niks, but also to the less fortunate in our larger community, to 

the people who don't have food and warmth and secure housing.  

The Torah teaches us to care for the stranger, for the widow and the 

orphan. We are told time and again to be conscious of the fact that all 

people are created in the image of God. We are called to help those in 

need. 

We at BI have indeed answered that call and reached out to help, with 

everything from food to mittens. Sometimes the task seems daunting 

and never ending, and it is. But each time we do our small bit, we 

have helped hold up the world. And that is not a small thing. 

 

 

 

 

BI@HOME WANTS YOUR INPUT! 

 
The BI@Home newsletter is published every other month and sent, along with a two-month calendar, to all BI 

Member households.  Do you have something you want to tell your fellow congregants?  Are you working on 

an initiative that needs to be publicized?  Do you need help with committee work?  Are you involved in a Beth 

Israel activity you think needs more publicity?  Contact Dale Rosenberg at dale.rosenberg@bethisraelworc.org 

to pitch your article or share your idea for an article Dale should write.   

 

Don’t wait!  The deadline for completed articles for the March/April issue is February 15. 
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___________________________ 
Congregation Beth Israel 

15 Jamesbury Drive 

Worcester, MA 01609 

Phone: 508-756-6204; email office@bethisraelworc.org 

Office Hours: Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
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